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Abstract. According to ergonomics factors referred by airplane design 
department and corresponding standards, structure and function of ergonomics 
evaluation system of 3D cockpit was designed. Digital human model, based on 
anthropometry database, comprises 66 segments, 65 joints and 131 degree of 
freedom. The ergonomics design of man-machine interface can be evaluated in 
terms of vision, reach and working posture comfort analysis methods and 
evaluation rules. Interior and exterior visual field of pilot can be achieved with 
the aid of vision analysis. The comfort of working posture and joints motion 
can be assessed by reference to joint angles for any selected posture. The details 
regarding system implementation with technology of OpenGL are discussed at 
last. The system can be computer-aided tool for airplane designer considering 
its convenience in using excellent model data interface with other 3D software. 
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1   Introduction 

Ergonomics design of airplane cockpit is an important part of overall designs. Some 
ergonomics evaluation methods have been used, such as using two-dimension body 
template, physics emulator, or appropriative ergonomics evaluation software etc. 
Evaluation software is adopted extensively among above methods because of the 
reduction of development costs and easy modification. Since the end of 1960s, 
American air force started to conduct computer-aided ergonomics evaluation of 
airplane cockpit. With the progress of computer technology, evaluation scene 
presented by software has changed from two dimensions to three dimensions. 
Efficiency and availability of evaluation are strengthened owing to the improvement 
in visualization level. 

Most design departments in China are still using some ergonomics software 
developed by other countries, such as SAFEWORK, JACK and RAMSIS, because of 
the comparatively laggard research work. Considering the difficulty in modifying 
these software’ core technologies for their particular application field and staff with 
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special anthropometric data, and high cost, it is of great necessity to develop a 3D 
ergonomics evaluation system of airplane cockpit in china. 

2   System Structure and Function 

This system was composed of five parts. They are 3D scene building, ergonomics 
analysis and evaluation, human motion simulation, database support and management 
of evaluation file. The database based its source on the latest national and military 
standards and the results of correlative experiments. Human motion simulation is 
performed through reading the data files exported by motion capture system. It can 
analyze the interference between human and equipments and carry out ergonomics 
evaluation at the key frame of motion process. Evaluation data of different phase is 
saved in files and evaluation scene can be built again through reading these files. By 
comparing the evaluation results of different phase, the optimization of layout design 
of airplane cockpit can be achieved. 

 

Fig. 1. Structure and function of ergonomics evaluation system of 3D airplane cockpit 
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3   Digital Human Model 

Whether the anthropometric parameters of digital human model are accurate will 
directly affect the availability of ergonomics evaluation. The common methods of 
human geometric modeling are stick model, surface model, body model and layer 
model [1]. Stick model is very simple and only can express length of body. But more 
anthropometric parameters usually are needed in doing ergonomics evaluation. Layer 
model is the most complicated modeling method, but it can increase the modeling 
workload and lower the running speed of software. Owing to this, an entity human 
model with lifelike surface is created as an improvement over the above-mentioned 
models. This human model is composed of framework, surface, connection of joint 
and limits of joint motion. Anthropometric data of model are mainly from the pilot 
measures of fighter in GJB 4856-2003[2]. The human model is divided into 66 
segments, including torso (comprising buttocks and 12 thorax vertebras and 5 
lumbar), left and right thorax-shoulder, neck, head, left and right upper arm, left and 
right forearm, left and right hand (comprising metacarpus and 15 phalanges), left and 
right thigh, left and right calf, left and right feet (comprising 2 segments). The human 
model is composed of 65 joints and 131 degree of freedom and can act freely. The 
biggest movable scope of joints is restricted to ensure that the activity of the human 
model can’t outrun the physiology extreme limit of body. The digital human model 
can be located into the 3D airplane cockpit according to design eye position and seat 
reference position. 

 

Fig. 2. Digital human model (a) entity model (b) grid structure (c) framework 

4   Ergonomics Analysis and Evaluation 

When the space layout design of display and control equipments in cockpit is 
planning, it must ensure that pilot can see and reach them. So, vision and reach 
analysis and evaluation methods are developed in the software according to national 
military standard and other relative standards. The comfort level of working posture 
can also be evaluated according to this software for its part in the efficiency and 
availability of working. 
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4.1   Vision Analysis and Evaluation 

Eighty percent of all information that human being gets was obtained through eyes. 
Therefore, there are strict provision about the vision aspect of cockpit design in 
military standards, including interior visual field and exterior visual field. Interior 
visual field means interior cockpit scope that pilot can see with natural vision line and 
the visual datum mark of pilot is design eye position. Exterior visual field means 
exterior cockpit scope that pilot can see without interference of airplane and cockpit 
structure from design eye position of pilot [3].  

(1) Analysis of interior visual field 
Vision cone and vision window can be used to analyze the interior visual field of 

pilot in this software. Both the methods can be found in other ergonomics software 
such as SAFEWORK and JACK. Between them, vision window can guarantee a view 
that pilot can see directly. Vision cone is a cone whose apex is on the design eye 
position. In other ergonomics software, the hemline of cone is circular, which can’t 
accurately describe the visual field. But the hemline of cone referred in this paper is 
an enclosed anomalous curve. Angles of the vision cone are defined according to the 
optimal and maximum visual areas angle under the circumstance that head turns, eyes 
turns and both head and eyes turns in GJB 2873-97 [4]. The vision cone is drawn with 
cubic B-spline curve of enclosed period, which can approximatively reappear the 
visual areas of human eyes. 
(2) Analysis of exterior visual field 

Although the structure of fighter and aerobus is different, definition mode of the 
exterior visual field is alike. The exterior visual field can be described by a two 
dimension Cartesian coordinate system whose x-axis represent the angle that head 
turns to left or right from the sagittal plane of pilot and whose y-axis represent the 
minimum visual angle that pilot can watch upwards or downwards from the 
horizontal plane which cross the design eye position. A general analysis tool is 
developed in this software. The actual curve of exterior visual field can be easily 
drawn through imputing some consecutive points in the window frame of cockpit. 
Exterior visual field can be directly evaluated by comparing the actual curve and 
standard curve of exterior visual field in the figure. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Analysis methods of vision window and vision cone 
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Fig. 4. Evaluation result of exterior visual field in the cockpit of one aerobus 

(3) Vision evaluation in military standards 
Designers usually are uncertain about how to evaluate the ergonomics design in the 

process of human machine engineering design of cockpit. So, a rules database of 
vision evaluation is set up in this software. The rules in the database are in accordance 
with provisions about the interior and exterior visual field in national military 
standards. Some important equipments and parts can be evaluated by using above 
analysis tools according to these rules. 

4.2   Reach Analysis and Evaluation 

There are respective reach analysis methods for upper limbs and lower limbs. Reach 
analysis tools for upper limbs are as follows. 

(1) Analysis of reach envelope 
According to the provision in GJB 35A-93 [5], reach area refers to three types as 

follows: the first area is the minimum function reach area under the circumstance of 
restricted shoulder strap being locked; the second area is the maximum function reach 
area under the circumstance of restricted shoulder strap being locked and the third 
 

 

Fig. 5. Analysis of reach envelope for upper limbs 
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area is the maximum function reach area under the circumstance of restricted shoulder 
strap being unlocked. Since there is no standard data of reach envelope for upper 
limbs in china, these data is obtained by converting the data of USA fighter pilot, 
referring to the reference [6]. The reach envelope is approximately drawn with these 
data in this software. 
(2)   Quantitative analysis of reach 

Analysis of reach envelope doesn’t give the quantitative data of reach because it is 
a qualitative analysis method. But designers often want to know the actual 
unreachable value in order to modify the scheme of design. Therefore, Quantitative 
analysis of reach is developed in this software. As long as designer appoints the 
position of target, the unreachable value for left and right hand will be automatically 
calculated. 

 

Fig. 6. Quantitative analysis of reach for upper limbs 

(3)   Reach evaluation with military standards 
In the same way, a rules database of reach evaluation is set up in this software. The 

rules in the database are obtained by referring to the provision about the reach of 
equipments or parts in national military standards. 

Two kinds of method could be used to analysis the reach of lower limbs. One is to 
simulate the motion of lower limbs through which the reach can be directly judged. 
The other method is to compare the actual excursion of manipulating pedal and the 
calculated excursion. The latter is calculated according to the method in reference [6]. 

4.3   Working Posture Comfort Evaluation 

Adopting appropriate and healthy posture is usually regarded as a basic principle of 
design in various manuals and standards. But as to which postures are good and 
healthy and which postures are disadvantageous to health, there is no explicit 
specification for them. So, evaluation methods of working posture comfort are 
developed in this software. Working postures comfort of pilot can be evaluated and 
classified in the method in reference [7]. At the same time, the comfort of eight main 
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joints (including wrist, elbow, shoulder, neck, spine, hip, knee and ankle) can also be 
evaluated with the method in reference [8]. Both the evaluation results will help the 
designers to make the modification. 

5   Implement of 3D Analysis and Evaluation System for Airplane 
Cockpit 

5.1   System Environment Requirement 

This system is developed with the aid of Visual C++6.0 and can independently run in 
the Windows system. Considering that 3D model of airplane cockpit is usually very 
big and complicated, the memory of computer must be above 256MB. And it is better 
to use independent display card in order that 3D scene or 3D models can be 
transformed smoothly. 

5.2   Interface of 3D Model File 

Software used by the airplane design department usually used includes CATIA, UG 
and SolidWork etc. Ergonomics evaluation could be carried out effectively only when 
the cockpit model created in above-mentioned software is imported into this software 
accurately and integrally. As all the above software can generate model file whose 
extension of filename is ‘wrl’, an interface program for this type of model files is 
developed in this software. It can process and manage all model information about 
geometry, lighting, material and texture etc. Cockpit model can be reconstructed 
easily by making use of OpenGL technique in this software. 

5.3   Key Technique of OpenGL 

(1)  LOD (Level of Details) technique 
Model of airplane cockpit need bigger memory of computer and longer time to 

draw for the complication of the model’s structure. LOD technique is usually adopted 
to acquire ideal visual impression and processing speed. The technique can create 3D 
model with accuracy and can display with different accuracy according to the position 
of viewpoint. 
(2)  Collision detection technique 

Collision detection is an essential part in 3D simulation system. It can ensure that 
the simulation system physics are relatively realistic. There will be encountered in the 
two objects and mutual insert in the absence of collision detection. Rough or precise 
detection can be adopted according to the demand of simulation. Rough collision 
detection is a method that can achieve rapid detection of collisions through building 
bounding boxes of objects and judging whether they are overlapping. The bounding 
box is the smallest cuboid surrounded object and its edges are parallel with coordinate 
axis. When accurate collision detection is in need, precise collision detection can be 
used. In the use of virtual objects that surround boxes borders, it is also used to 
indicate bounding boxes with polygon parcels. Clearly, the smaller polygon is 
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divided, more precise their borders will be. Thus, the borders of a three-dimensional 
virtual object can be expressed by a group of polygons. To judge whether the two 
objects intersect, it first needs to confirm that two bounding boxes intersect before 
judging whether two polygons assembly intersect. 
(3)  Display list 

The display list of OpengGL isn’t a dynamic database buffer but a high-speed 
buffer. Therefore, it can not only advance the speed of drawing but also optimize the 
capability in many aspects, such as matrix manipulation, raster bitmap and image, 
lighting, material character, lighting model, texture mapping and polygon stipple 
mode. 
(4)  Pick mechanism 

In the 3D evaluation system, objects in the screen usually need to be identified in 
order to perform some operation, such as translation, rotation, modification or 
deletion. If not, after doing these operation or transformation, it would usually be 
difficult to pick the object again in the screen without especial mechanism. Using pick 
mechanism of OpenGL will save the trouble. It will be clear that which objects are 
being drawn in the appointed region of screen and which objects are being picked 
with mouse in the region. 

6   Conclusion 

In this paper, an ergonomics evaluation system of 3D airplane cockpit is proposed, 
together with an introduction of its structure, function, and the detail of system 
implementation. Considering that the data and evaluation rules in the system all base 
on national military standards and relative research achievements, the evaluation 
results are credible. In addition, the system has excellent model data interface with 
other 3D software and its running environment is simple. Therefore, the system can 
be an effective computer-aided tool of ergonomics analysis and evaluation for 
airplane designer. 
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